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MP ILLUMINATION - MARINOS PATRIKIOS, specialises in designing and producing indoor and outdoor architectural 
luminaires. 

Operating since 1973, the company’s successful progress lies in the excellent knowledge of lighting technology, the 
use of high-end engineering, the application of safety standards, and the modern aesthetic designs.
In MP ILLUMINATION we design and manufacture architectural lighting according to the latest developments and 
technological achievements.

Our partners-suppliers are international market leaders and trend setters and we make sure that our products 
incorporate high-end elements, whereas our clients are top lighting projects companies, architectural companies 
and engineers recognized internationally.

Our production line consists of more than fifteen categories that cover the complete range of indoor and outdoor 
luminaires, ideal for every demanding application, such as company offices, commercial centers, museums, 
airports, hospitals, public buildings, hotels, educational institutions, modern residences, public spaces, streets, 
ships, factories.

Our company’s central offices, showroom and factory are situated in Athens, at Skaramangas Industrial area, next 
to the shipyards, in privately owned premises of 7.000m².

Our company’s mission has always been to offer complete lighting solutions for any space, following the aesthetic needs 
and technology progress and focusing on in quality to every aspect.

Starting from the Greek market, MP ILLUMINATION has created a network of wholesales with many important customers 
like wholesalers, architects and technical companies all over the country.

Throughout the years, the company has gradually expanded its activities in more than 40 countries all over the world, 
forming strong business relations with many lighting importers and designers and has had the honor of being in the list 
of approved manufacturers in many prestigious lighting projects worldwide.

MPILLUMINATION, always maintaining its family business structure, is growing by following the same values and 
pursuing the research and innovation of its founder.

The next generation of MPILLUMINATION, having inherited an immense wealth of technical skills and passion for lighting 
ideas, is determined to follow the same mission.

And so, the story continues….
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MORE THAN
45 YEARS 
OF EXPERIENCE
IN LIGHTING
In over 45 years of work we realized that the key of success is based on some important values: professionalism, attention to detail, fairness, 
flexibility, service and speed. Our philosophy is based on these values and has led us to built strong partnerships through the years.

The whole production of MPILLUMINATION is carried 
out in our privately owned premises in Athens, under 
the continuous supervision of the management: from 
manufacturing and assembling to wiring and final testing.

We don’t only assemble the luminaires but, we carry out 
the whole process from creation and design stages and 
we also take care of each single step of the manufacturing 
process. This allows us to make prototypes and made-
to-measure fixtures rapidly and with excellent quality 
standards and it is one of our strong competitive 
advantages in the international market.  

Our global network.
MP ILLUMINATION has developped well organized network all 
over Greece and internationally, expanding its export activities in 
the following countries:

Our projects.
Examples of recent international projects in which 
MP ILLUMINATION participated are listed below:

Design & development of new collections in 
MPILLUMINATION are inspired by trends in architecture, 
driven by progress of technology and based on the 
needs of the international market. The design of each 
new product combines shape, material, functionality, 
flexibility and technology, aiming at creating added 
value for all parties involved in lighting either by selling, 
specifying, installing or just enjoying the light result.

Our designing department is structured in such way so as 
to develop new standard products and at the same time, 
satisfy the demands of various designers with new models.

100% Greek products

Cyprus
Belgium
England
Lithuania
Estonia
Russia
Slovenia
Poland
Serbia
Croatia
Romania
Belgium 

KING ABDULLAH FOUNDATION - SAUDI ARABIA
INTERCONTINENTAL HOTEL - FIJI ISLANDS
SAMA BEIRUT TOWER- LEBANON
FAIRMONT HOTEL - RIYADH - SAUDI ARABIA
GHANADHA PALACE - UAE
QORTUBA OASIS- SAUDI ARABIA
SEVERAL AREAS OF ABU DHABI AIRPORT - UAE
SKY COURT BUDAPEST AIRPORT - HUNGARY
ABU DHABI SORBONNE UNIVERSITY - UAE
FOOD VILLAGE LARNACA AIRPORT - CYPRUS
FOOD VILLAGE ATHENS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - GREECE
PRIVATE VILLAS - SEYCHELLES
AL BARRARI GROUP OF RESIDENCES - UAE
AL JIMMI MALL - UAE
DUSIT HOTEL - UAE
KHALIFA PORT - UAE
DOPA BUILDING - UAE
PARK HYATT HOTEL - UAE
FIRST GULF BANK - UAE
AL RAHA BEACH - UAE
MERCEDES SHOWROOM – ISRAEL
GLOBAL BUILDING - UAE
ZAYED UNIVERSITY - UAE
AL RAWDHA PALACE - UAE
RITZ CARLTON HOTEL - EGYPT
6TH OF OCTOBER PROJECT - EGYPT
CITY STARS PROJECT - EGYPT
HILTON HOTEL DEAD SEA RESORT - JORDAN
EMIRATES PARK TOWER HOTEL- UAE
BATEEN PALACE - UAE
ALYA HOTEL - UAE
FIRST GULF BANK - UAE
AL RAHA BEACH DEVELOPMENT - UAE
RUWAIS PALACE - UAE
SORBONNE UNIVERSITY - UAE
AQABA PROJECT - JORDAN
KING ABDULLAH PARK - JORDAN
FUTURE SCHOOLS - UAE 
AL AIN STADIUM - UAE

SCHOOLS PROJECT - DENMARK
HASHEMITE UNIVERSITY - JORDAN
RADISSON BLUE HOTEL- RIYADH - S.ARABIA
AL FORSAN HOTEL - ABU DHABI - UAE
QORTUBA OASIS - S.ARABIA
MARBLE CENTER OFFICE BANGALORE - UAE
TULIP HOTEL - OMAN
ABUDHABI FUTURE SCHOOL - UAE
DXB CAMDEN FOOD - UAE
ΒΙΒΛΙΟΘΗΚΗ ΠΕΓΕΙΑΣ - CYPRUS
KING’S TOWER - NIGERIA
BKERZAY VILLAGE - LEBANON
SEC-HEADQUARTERS - S.ARABIA
AL GHURAIR - UAE
POST OFFICES - ABU DHABI
AIRPORT- BUDAPEST
PLUS TOWER II BEIRUT - LEBANON
WFC M8 - LEBANON
JAHRA HOSPITAL - KUWAIT
GOLDEN TOWER - GYM AREA - S.ARABIA
PALL MALL SOHAR - OMAN
MONH MAXAIRA - CYPRUS
W52 - UAE
OBEIKAN VILLA - S.ARABIA
YVES DELORME - USA
UNITED SQUARE - ABUDHABI - UAE
PRAGUE AIRPORT - CZECH REPUBLIC
JIMI MALL - UAE
LEBANESE UNIVERSITY - LEBANON
DILIJAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL - ARMENIA
ADAC COMMERCIAL BLDG - UAE
POST OFFICE TOWER - UAE
CAIRO AIRPORT - EGYPT
STATOS, AGIOS PHOTIOS MUSEUM - CYPRUS
GOLF CLUB HOUSE - S.ARABIA
XYLOFAGOU ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - CYPRUS
CYB BANK - EGYPT
KUWAIT MOTOR TOWN - KUWAIT
ZAHR EL LAYMOUN RESTAURANT - QATAR
MICROSOFT OFFICES - IRELAND

Design

Denmark
Czech Republic
Norway
Finland
Portugal
Malta
Serbia
Austria
Bulgaria 
Albania
France
Switzerland

Ireland
Netherlands
Hungary
Slovakia
Montenegro
Usa
India
United Arab 
Emirates
Saudi Arabia
Qatar
Israel

Lebanon 
Egypt
Jordan
Israel
Bahrain
Kuwait
Oman
Turkey
New Zealand
Nigeria
Marocco
Algeria



QUALITY 

www.mpillumination.com

VARIETY

Throughout the entire production process 
MPILLUMINATION distinguishes itself by handling the 
strictest quality parameters, to ensure products and 
services are designed and produced to exceed customer 
requirements. Every step in the production process 
has a routine quality procedure, covering both product 
quality and testing. As such, each product that leaves 
MPILLUMINATION, has been inspected and tested 
thoroughly, resulting in maximum efficiency.

During the entire production our engineering team of 
professional technicians is fully committed to develop 
top quality fittings that comply with high efficiency rates, 
energy saving and long-lasting standards of life.

MP ILLUMINATION is cooperating with industry leaders 
in research of raw materials and lighting accessories.

The lighting fittings of MP ILLUMINATION are 
manufactured, checked and tested in compliance to 
the general standard of the European Union for lighting 
fittings EN-60598 and they are CE marked on their bodies 
and packing boxes

Furthermore, MP ILLUMINATION is certified with ISO 
9001 from DQS GERMANY, for the quality management 
system processes and internal activities. 

The commercial service is extremely fast and flexible 
with personal care for each customer.

By using our experience and our investment in technology 
and machinery, our sales department, in cooperation 
with production and logistics management can achieve 
very fast delivery times heading for few days from small 
projects and few weeks for bigger ones.

MPILLUMINATION provides an one-stop-shopping 
solution for your projects.

Our catalogues and website include thousands of 
items, offering a wide range of materials for indoors 
and outdoors use, with impressive combinations of 
materials, colors and versions, frequently updated with 
the development of new items.

Our constant aim is to provide flexible solutions that can 
meet even the most complex aesthetic and functional 
needs. 

From shopping centers, to entertainment venues, 
museums, schools universities, hospitals, our products 
integrate discreetly in every architectural context.

Research and development are one of our most important 
sectors in MPILLUMINATION.

Supported by high investments, the projects are entirely 
developped within the company, from the design phase to 
the prototype, from the thermal and photometric analysis 
to the optics design and components selection.

The constant guideline is the research of quality and 
lighting performance excellence.

SPEED &
FLEXIBILITY

RESEARCH 
& DEVELOPMENT

CUSTOMIZATION 
INNOVATION 
DIFFERENCE

CUSTOMIZATION
Our technical competence, intelligent innovation and 
knowhow in production and design enable us to respond 
very flexibly to our customers’ requirements and also 
realize specially tailored LED-solutions in a short time.

We are a close partner for our customers, as the skills 
and experience we have gained make it possible for us to 
provide fast and accurate customized solutions for every 
project.



WALL RECESSED / CEILING MOUNTED AND WALL FIXED / GARDEN LIGHTS

WATER PROOF WALL FIXED LUMINAIRES / LED WATERPROOF PROJECTORS

WATER PROOF LINEAR LUMINAIRES / WATER PROOF GROUND-BURRIED LUMINAIRES

MP has carefully followed up by the constantly evolving LED technology. We have believed and invested in new technology, so 
much that today more than 90% of the full range is available in LED version. 

Thanks to technology progress the latest led modules are very powerful and ensure better efficiency, lower consumption, higher 
reliability and long life duration.

Our led collection makes it possible for lighting designers to create different lighting scenes, from accentuation to ambient, wall 
washing, orientation or open area lighting, selecting from a wide range of beams, filters, lenses and other accessories.

MP ILLUMINATION’s Lighting Design team provides to our clients unique lighting and photometric studies, and energy saving and 
consumption reduction proposals illustrated in AUTOCAD and other lighting programs. 

Combining extensive product knowledge with a wide range of energy efficient product solutions, MP is able to guide you through 
a cost-effective and sustainable selection process, without compromising the quality of light.

ONE STOP 
SHOPPING SOLUTION

LIST OF INTERIOR LIGHTING PRODUCTS LIST OF EXTERIOR LIGHTING PRODUCTS

LED TECHNOLOGY LIGHTING STUDIES & PLANNING

CEILING MOUNTED / TRACKLIGHT / PENDANT LUMINAIRES /  STEP LIGHTS

LINEAR LED LUMINAIRES RECESSED / SURFACED / SUSPENDED

LED DOWNLIGHTS / TRIMLESS / SEMI TRIMLESS / WALL WASHING
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ECOLOGICAL CONSCIENCE COMBINATION OF QUALITY AND PRICEEXTENDED GUARANTEE

The standard guarantee of a wide range of 
MPILLLUMINATION products can be extended up to 
5 years, upon  official request for special projects.

This is possible due to the selection of finest 
accessories and electronic components (leds and led 
drivers) in our luminaires from the world’s leading 
companies in quality and due to the attention in 
heat dissipation systems and quality control, so as 
to achieve the best results in performance and life 
duration.

Mp illumination products have always been considered as a good 
value for money choice, due to the attention given to quality and 
selection of each part of the products, while a very competitive price 
level is maintained.

Continuous cost analysis allows us to improve production process 
at all stages, so as to achieve the best possible prices without any 
compromise in quality, design or technology.

Special prices for projects are achieved after negotiation with our 
suppliers, making it possible to compete, always following projects 
specifications and photometric needs.

MP ILLUMINATION promotes its ecological conscience and invests in energy saving technologies.

MP is shareholder of FOTOKYKLOSI S.A., a recycling company for lighting fittings and lamps approved by the Greek 
MINISTRY of ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY.

Our prime principle is to design and develop lighting fixtures of high quality standards that incorporate energy saving lamps 
and latest LED technologies, aiming towards reduction of power consumption and promotion of environmental protection.




